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Abstract

A method to calculate residual activation of thin accelerator components is pre-
sented. A model for residual dose estimation for thick objects made of arbitrary com-
posite materials for arbitrary irradiation and cooling times is employed in this study.
A scaling procedure is described to apply the model to thin objects with linear di-
mensions less than a fraction of a nuclear interaction length. The scaling has been
performed for various materials and corresponding factorshave been determined for
objects of certain shapes (slab, solid and hollow cylinder)which are important from
practical standpoint and can serve as models for beam pipes,magnets and collimators.
Both contact residual dose and dose attenuation in air outside the objects were consid-
ered. A comparison between calculations and measurements performed at the Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory using a 120 GeV proton beamis presented.

1 Introduction

Induced activation of accelerator components is an important issue from practical stand-
point. After an accelerator shutdown or during normal operation various beam line com-
ponents like collimators, magnets, beam pipes, windows andso forth reveal high induced
activation. Handling and maintenance of such components can be extremely difficult and,
therefore, correct prediction of their residual activity is of primary importance when plan-
ning on various hands-on and maintenance procedures.

Nowadays the most complete and correct procedure to predictresidual activation of an
object is the following: (i) calculation of residual nucleidistribution with a Monte Carlo
code for a given irradiation scenario; (ii) determination of a γ-ray source using the ob-
tained distribution and nuclear data on the decay chains andnuclear transmutation from
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the CINDER library [1] and ORIGEN [2] or DeTra [3] code, respectively; (iii) calcula-
tion of the subsequentγ-ray transport through the object and dose distribution around it by
means of a Monte Carlo code. In practice, however, a more simplified approach is often
used to predict residual activation. Namely, contact residual dose for an irradiated object
is determined using calculated distributions of star density and particle flux as well as pre-
calculated star-to-dose and flux-to-dose conversion factors, respectively [4]. This approach
is suitable for thick objects with linear dimensions exceeding some fraction of a nuclear
interaction length. For thin objects, however, this procedure gives rise to an overestimated
residual dose. Direct measurements performed at CERN in theearly 70s [5] revealed that
measured residual dose for thin objects is lower than predicted one within a factor of three
and the disagreement varies depending on material and size of the object. Such a tendency
of overestimating the measured dose can be explained takinginto account the procedure
to determine the above-mentioned conversion factors. Namely, an equilibrium condition is
assumed to be valid for an object under consideration. For thin objects, however, the outgo-
ing radiation can differ significantly from the incoming oneand the equilibrium condition
does not hold.

In this paper we describe briefly the essentials of the methoddeveloped previously [6]-
[8] to determine the star-to-dose and flux-to-dose conversion factors for thick objects. In
this contextthickmeansinfinitebecause no geometry considerations are taken into account
at this stage (see the following section). After that a scaling procedure is introduced for
taking into account the deviations from the equilibrium forthin objects. The scaling factors
are calculated for a number of materials and objects of certain shapes that can serve as
models for collimators, magnets and beam pipes. A comparison to measured residual doses
is presented as well.

2 Model for contact residual dose for thick objects

While most of the values predicted with modern Monte Carlo codes for high energy accel-
erator environments can be obtained with a rather high accuracy, residual dose rates remain
less reliable. Uncertainty up to a factor of three can be considered as typical. This is be-
cause of the complicated nature of this phenomenon and its high sensitivity to the composi-
tion of irradiated materials. In principle, a multi-step approach based on a hadron transport
code (e.g., MARS [9] or FLUKA [10]) coupled to a nuclide transmutation inventory code
(CINDER [1] or DeTra [3]), would provide the most reliable solution of activation prob-
lems – provided the hadron code is able to deliver adequate residual nuclide yields from
high-energy interactions. In practice, however, one oftenuses an approach based on so-
calledω-factors that converts the star density (a density of inelastic nuclear interactions
above 50 MeV) to a contact residual dose rate for various combinations of irradiation (Ti)
and cooling (Tc) times (typicallyTi=30 days,Tc=1 day). The concept ofω-factors was in-
troduced more than three decades ago [4]. It is based on the assumption that a high-energy
interaction of a projectile hadron with a target nucleus or in other words, astar, generates
a number of radioactive nuclei so that for the average resulting radioactivation one can
perform a simple parametrization that depends only on the target material. Namely, for a
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semi-infinite body the residual dose rate on its surface is assumed to be described by the
following expression:

dD
dt

= ω
d2S

dVdt
, (1)

whered2S/dVdt is the star density production rate which is assumed to be uniform over the
volume of the body. As can be seen [11], this model is a rather crude approach to reality.
A number of Monte Carlo calculations has been performed to determine an appropriate set
of the ω-factors using the expression (1). In particular, it has been shown [12] that when
definingω-factors, a 20 MeV star threshold should be used instead of the historical 50 MeV
because of a non-zero contribution from spallation reactions in the 20–50 MeV region.
No correlation was used between induced activation and target atomic mass. In addition,
residual activation reveals a dependence on projectile energy spectrum. It should be noted
also that theω-factors describe the residual dose only due to emission ofγ-quanta [8].
As long as we do not consider very thin objects the contribution from gamma decays is
dominating when compared to that due to beta decays. In addition, the dose due to theβ-
particles is not negligible only at small depths—up to a few millimiters in tissue—because
of the short ranges of the particles.

An elaborate set of theω-factors was described in Refs. [6, 7]. New modules have been
developed (see Ref.[6]) for the MARS14 and MARS15 codes [9] to substantially improve
the reliability of theω-factor based predictions of residual dose rates in arbitrary compos-
ite materials for arbitrary irradiation and cooling times.The algorithm distinguishes three
major energy groups responsible for radionuclide production: (1) above 20 MeV, (2) 1 to
20 MeV, and (3) below 0.5 eV. The energy groups were chosen to consider separately the
most important nuclear reactions responsible for induced radioactivation in the regions:
high energy inelastic interactions (mostly spallation reactions), threshold reactions(n,2n),
(n, p) etc, and(n,γ) reactions, respectively. Neutrons in the energy region from 0.5 eV to 1
MeV do not produce a significant number of radionuclides. Detailed FLUKA calculations
were performed for cascades induced by energetic hadrons incylindrical samples of 17
elements: C, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, K, Ca, Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, Nb, Ag, Ba,W, Pb. Creation of the
residual nuclides close to the cascade core was simulated. The decay chains of the created
radionuclides were followed with the DeTra code in order to determine the emission rates
of de-excitation photons for 12 hours< Ti <20 years and 1 sec< Tc <20 years. Correspond-
ing dose rates on the outer surfaces were calculated from photon fluxes and related to the
star density above 20 MeV (first group), and neutron fluxes in two other energy groups.
Results were collected in the database. This method essentially applies the optimum way
of activation prediction described above to derive a set of material and time dependentω-
factors which are easy to use in a routine cascade simulationand should provide far better
accuracy than the old approach.

A sophisticated interpolation algorithm, linked to this database, was created and imple-
mented into the MARS code. As an example, numerical values oftheω-factors at typical
conditions (30 days irradiation and 1 day cooling) are presented in Fig. 1.

According to the model described, the contact residual doserates are calculated in
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Figure 1: Example ofω-factor dependence on mass of a target nucleus for three energy
groups andTi=30 days andTc=1 day. Normalization is perstar/cm3/s for E > 20 MeV,
and perneutron/cm2/s for the other groups. The symbols represent the FLUKA results of
a previous study [8] and the curve is an interpolation of the results of the study and those
of an earlier one [11] for the high energy group.

MARS on the surface of irradiated objects with linear dimensions larger than some frac-
tion of λin, whereλin is the nuclear interaction length. Such a procedure, being an approxi-
mation, has the advantage of using geometry- and dimension-independent contact residual
dose rates.

3 Scaling procedure for thin objects

When considering thin or small objects, one must take into account geometry factors to
perform scaling of calculated contact dose rates from thickobjects to realistic ones. We
introduce the following two-step procedure to calculate the geometry scaling factors by
means of the MCNP [13] code. First, the dose rate,D1, is calculated on the surface of a
thick object of a given material at a given specific activity.Second, the dose rate,D2, is
calculated on the surface of a given realistic thin object ofthe same material and at the
same specific activity. The geometry scaling factor for the given thin object is then defined
as the ratio of the contact dose rate calculated at the secondstep to that calculated at the
first step,RG = D2

/

D1 . Isotropic and monoenergetic 1-MeV gammas—as representatives
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of nuclear gamma decays due to spallation reactions—are used in these calculations to
simulate a residual activity source term. Its spatial distribution is assumed to be uniform.

A qualitative justification for the energy of 1 MeV is as follows. De-excitation of a
residual nucleus formed in an interaction of a high-energy projecile with a target nucleus
usually proceeds as the sequence of three stages: cascade, pre-equilibrium, and equilib-
rium. It is the slow—equilibrium—stage that is responsiblefor residual activation. Until
the nuclear excitation exceeds the nucleon binding energy (≃ 8 MeV) the de-excitation pro-
ceeds via nucleon or fragment emission as the most preferable options from the standpoint
of minimizing the nuclear potential energy. After the excitation drops below the nucleon
binding energy,β±-decay as well asγ-decay due to transitions between low-lying nuclear
levels come into play. The observed energy range of the emittedγ-quanta is between 10 keV
and 10 MeV [14], in which case 2πR/λ ≪ 1, whereR is nuclear radius andλ is the wave-
length of theγ-quanta. Probability of emission ofγ-quanta with the angular momentumL
(in the units of ¯h) behaves approximately as(2πR/λ)2L, so that multipolar transitions with
high angular momenta are strongly suppressed. Therefore, theγ-decays usually proceed as
a sequence of transitions between the nearest nuclear levels with minimal difference in nu-
clear spin. Difference in energy between such levels is of the order of 1 MeV. The spectra
of γ-quanta emitted from several unstable nuclei are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Energy spectra ofγ-quanta emitted from several radioactive nuclei [15].

The described scaling procedure has been used to calculate the factors for slabs and
cylinders, both solid and hollow, that can serve as models for collimators, magnets and
beam pipes. Various materials have been taken into consideration. The results of the calcu-
lations along with results of fitting are presented below. A special consideration is required
for small objects that are not considered to be infinite in either dimension.

In the following we use unitless variables. Therefore, thickness of each object is nor-
malized to a mean free path of 1-MeVγ-rays in the material,λt , defined asλt = (Nσt)

−1,
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Table 1: Mean free path,λt , of 1-MeV γ-rays in various materials [16]
Material Be C Al Ti Fe Cu Zr Mo Sn W Pb
λt (cm) 9.6 8.7 6.0 3.7 2.1 1.9 2.7 1.7 2.4 0.78 1.2

whereN is atomic density andσt is total microscopic interaction cross section. For the
sake of convenience, in Table 1 the data onλt for various materials are given.

3.1 Slab

A slab is usually shaped as a box having one dimension (sayz)—thickness—less than the
other two (x andy in this particular case). In our simulations the thickness,z, is varied from
0.01λt up to 4λt while each of the other dimensions was equal to 100λt . The calculated
scaling factors for various slabs are given in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The calculated dose scaling factors,RG, for slabs of various materialsvs. the
normalized thickness. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.

A fitting was performed to describe in a suitable form the dependence of the scaling factors
on thickness and material. The following expression was found to be adequate to fit the
data:

RG =
(

1−exp−Bxt

)C
, (2)

whereRG is the scaling factor,xt = thickness/λt, B andC are fitting parameters given
in Fig. 4. The advantage of using this expression is in the fact that it provides correct
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Figure 4: Fitting parametersB andC from the expression (2)vs. atomic mass. The circles
represent results of calculations performed for corresponding nuclides and the curves is
result of subsequent fitting.

asymptotic values for the dose scaling factor,RG, at bothxt → 0 andxt → ∞ independently
of the values of the parametersB andC. The dependence shown in Fig. 4 can, in turn, be
described by the following expressions:

B = B0+
4

∑
n=1

BnAn , (3)

C = C0+C1A, (4)

whereA is atomic mass and the expansion coefficientsBn andCn are given in Table 2.

Table 2: The expansion coefficientsBn andCn

Slab Solid cylinder
n Bn Cn Bn Cn

0 7.8426×10−1 7.9241×10−1 2.7839×10−1 8.5604×10−1

1 9.39×10−3 −2.35408×10−4 3.06×10−3 −2.29036×10−4

2 −1.00765×10−4 −2.42745×10−5

3 5.00304×10−7 6.50166×10−8

4 −8.36463×10−10
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3.2 Solid cylinder

The calculated scaling factors,RG, for solid cylinders are shown in Fig. 5. The length of
the cylinders was equal to 100λt, so that in all the cases the cylinders were considered to be
infinitely long. The list of studied materials has been changed to provide more generality
to these considerations and take into account the materialsimportant from practical stand-
point. For example, beam pipes used in the vicinity of interaction regions at high-energy
colliders are usually made of beryllium. One can see that, other things being equal, for
the cylinders the increase in the scaling factor with diameter (thickness) is significantly
slower than that for slabs. Such a behaviour can be understood taking into account that the
cylinders can be considered to be infinite in length only while for slabs it applies in two
dimensions. To describe the scaling factors,RG, for solid cylinders the same expression (2)
is used and in this casext is diameter divided byλt . The corresponding fitting parameters
B andC are presented in Fig. 4 and Table 2.
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Figure 5: The calculated dose scaling factors,RG, for solid cylinders of various materials
vs. the normalized diameter. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.

3.3 Hollow cylinder

A hollow cylinder is of interest from practical standpoint as a perfect model for accelerator
beam pipes and simple model of collimators and magnets. In our calculations, just like for
solid cylinders, the length of the hollow ones is assumed to be infinite. In this case, how-
ever, there are two variables for initial fitting—inner and outer radii—instead of a single
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one (thickness or diameter). Therefore, we simplify the problem by means of taking into
consideration only three materials: beryllium, aluminium, and iron. A justification is as
follows. The highest relative difference in the calculatedscaling factors between beryllium
and lead is about 50% atxt = 1.6 (see Fig. 5). Having calculated the factors for these three
materials, for other materials one can perform an interpolation or extrapolation that pro-
vides a relative inaccuracy of 10-15% at the most. From practical point of view it is a quite
acceptable level.

The calculated scaling factors for hollow cylinders with various inner and outer radii
are shown in Fig. 6. One can see that the difference in the factors between beryllium and
iron is about 15-20% as was anticipated, so that the above-mentioned interpolation and
extrapolation procedures for other materials are justified. A fitting was performed for the
data using the same expression (2), withxt being(Rout−Rin)/λt. The expression provides,
just like previously with slabs and solid cylinders, correct asymptotic values for the dose
scaling factor,RG, at bothxt → 0 andxt → ∞ independently of the values of the parameters
B andC. The calculated fitting parametersB andC are shown in Fig. 7. The dependencies
shown in the Figure can, in turn, be described by the following expressions:

B = B0+B1exp−xt/x0 , (5)

C = C0+
3

∑
n=1

Cnxn
t , (6)

wherext is (Rout−Rin)/λt and the coefficientsBn, Cn, andx0 are given in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3: The coefficientsBn andx0 for hollow cylinders
Beryllium Aluminium Iron

B0 1.4428 1.9489 2.1151
B1 −0.85396 −1.21355 −1.3309
x0 1.7464 2.1108 2.0774

Table 4: The expansion coefficientsCn for hollow cylinders
n Beryllium Aluminium Iron
0 8.6847×10−1 8.5445×10−1 8.5947×10−1

1 1.4330×10−2 3.2520×10−2 3.0440×10−2

2 −3.010×10−3
−5.930×10−3

−5.590×10−3

3 1.3174×10−4 3.0188×10−4 2.8175×10−4
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Figure 7: Fitting parametersB andC from the expression (2) for hollow cylinders at various
inner and outer radiiRin andRout, respectively. The circles represent results of calculations
performed for corresponding materials and the curves is result of subsequent fitting.

4 Residual dose attenuation in the air

Another important issue we address in this study is the residual dose attenuation in the
air surrounding a cylindrical object. An analytical description of the attenuation would be
very convenient for an express dose estimate around the object. Therefore, we performed
calculations for a number of materials and fitted the resulting distributions as follows. The
source term in these calculations was the same as in the previous section—isotropic and
monoenergetic 1-MeVγ-rays with a uniform spatial distribution over the volume under
consideration.

Let the dose at the distancer from the side surface of a cylinder,D(r), be described by
the following expression:

D(r) = D0 f (r), (7)

whereD0 is the surface contact dose calculated according to the recipes of the previous
section andf (r) is an attenuation function. Samples of calculated dose attenuation in the
air around solid aluminium cylinders are shown in Fig. 8.

Initially we used the following expression to fit the attenuation function:

f (r) =
1

(1+Bar)Ca
, (8)

whereBa andCa are fitting parameters. The subscripta was introduced to distinguish
between current parameters used to describe spatial dose attenuation in the air and the
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Figure 8: Calculated (symbols) dose attenuation function from the expression (7),f (r),
in the air surrounding aluminium solid cylinders of variousdiameters,D, vs the radial
distance from the side surface of the cylinder. The values ofthe ratioD/λt for the cylinders
are shown on the graph. The curves represent a result of fitting the data by means of the
expression (8).

parametersB andC used in previous sections. The parametersBa andCa are assumed
to depend on material and diameter of the cylinder. Further calculations revealed that the
parameterBa scales with the material density, so that finally we came to the following
expression for the attenuation function:

f (r) =
1

[1+0.2286ρr(D/λt)−0.9157]Ca
, (9)

whereρ is material density ing/cm3 andD is diameter of the cylinder. Thus, the problem
is reduced to the fitting parameterCa. The dependence of the parameter on material will be
addressed in another study.

5 Comparison to experimental data

To verify the technique developed in this paper, we comparedcalculated and measured
residual activity (see Ref. [6]). The measurements were performed at the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory with a 120 GeV proton beam to study induced radioactivation of
materials used for beam line components and shielding (see Fig. 9).

Residual activation exposure rates were measured for five small cylindrical and rect-
angular samples of iron, steel, aluminum, and concrete. Thesamples were placed both
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Figure 9: An elevation view of the experimental area as modeled in MARS.

within the vault area (just downstream of the antiproton production target) and at a location
outside the thick steel shielding at AP0 enclosure. The samples within the vault were irra-
diated for a total of 38 hours by the radiation arising from the bombardment of the target
by about 1.3×1017 120 GeV protons from the Main Injector, and then removed to a low
background area for counting; those outside of the shieldedvault area were irradiated on
and off for about four months with a total of approximately 3.6×1018 protons incident on
the in-vault target. Background corrected exposure rates of the samples were determined
by use of both Geiger-Müller (GM) and NaI scintillator based survey instruments.

A comparison between measured and calculated residual doserates for two of the sam-
ples is shown in Fig. 10. One can see that the agreement is verygood even for a cooling
time of about a month.
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Figure 10: Measured (FREDRON) and calculated (MARS) residual dose rates for the
A500 steel sample in the vault (left) and concrete sample outside the shielding (right).

6 Future development

In the following we will investigate the dependence of the fitting parameterCa (see expres-
sion (9)) on material to describe dose attenuation in the airaround solid cylinders as well
as apply the approach described in Sec. 4 to hollow cylinders.

We also plan to implement the method developed in this paper into the MARS code to
allow direct calculation of residual dose in and around arbitrary objects.
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